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Abstract. Since its development, occupancy modeling has become a popular and useful
tool for ecologists wishing to learn about the dynamics of species occurrence over time and
space. Such models require presence–absence data to be collected at spatially indexed survey
units. However, only recently have researchers recognized the need to correct for spatially
induced overdisperison by explicitly accounting for spatial autocorrelation in occupancy
probability. Previous efforts to incorporate such autocorrelation have largely focused on logit-
normal formulations for occupancy, with spatial autocorrelation induced by a random effect
within a hierarchical modeling framework. Although useful, computational time generally
limits such an approach to relatively small data sets, and there are often problems with
algorithm instability, yielding unsatisfactory results. Further, recent research has revealed a
hidden form of multicollinearity in such applications, which may lead to parameter bias if not
explicitly addressed. Combining several techniques, we present a unifying hierarchical spatial
occupancy model specification that is particularly effective over large spatial extents. This
approach employs a probit mixture framework for occupancy and can easily accommodate a
reduced-dimensional spatial process to resolve issues with multicollinearity and spatial
confounding while improving algorithm convergence. Using open-source software, we
demonstrate this new model specification using a case study involving occupancy of caribou
(Rangifer tarandus) over a set of 1080 survey units spanning a large contiguous region (108 000
km2) in northern Ontario, Canada. Overall, the combination of a more efficient specification
and open-source software allows for a facile and stable implementation of spatial occupancy
models for large data sets.

Key words: bias; caribou; intrinsic conditionally autoregressive; occupancy model; probit regression;
Rangifer tarandus; reduced rank; spatial regression.

INTRODUCTION

Since the seminal work by MacKenzie et al. (2002),

there has been an explosion in ecological studies

designed to estimate occupancy and related parameters

(see MacKenzie et al. [2005] and Long et al. [2008] for

reviews). Occupancy, defined here as the probability that

a focal taxa occurs (in some meaningful sense) in a

survey unit, is commonly used for population monitor-

ing and for assessing whether hypothesized covariates

influence species presence or absence. The appeal of

occupancy studies is undeniable, as inferences about

population-level processes can be made without physi-

cally capturing and marking animals or otherwise

censusing the population. Well-designed occupancy

studies are particularly advantageous for assessing

spatial distributions of wide-ranging, elusive species at

the landscape scale, where more intensive sampling

designs are costly and inefficient (e.g., Magoun et al.

2007, Karanth et al. 2011).

Typical occupancy study designs involve identification

of a number of survey units or habitat patches within a

larger study area. Each unit is visited by one or more

trained observers, with a subset of units being visited

more than once. The rationale for visiting a unit more

than once is to help account for false negatives. If the

species is truly absent, the probability of detecting the

species is usually assumed to be zero (with the exception

of a few studies, e.g., Royle and Link [2006], Hanks et al.

[2011]). Observed absences are thus a mixture of true

absences and nondetections; sampling a subset of units

multiple times provides the information necessary to

discriminate between the two. Although MacKenzie et

al. (2002) is often cited as the initial paper on occupancy

modeling, Hoeting et al. (2000) provides an earlier

description of presence in the face of uncertain

detection. Moreover, the model Hoeting et al. (2000)

proposed was also spatially explicit.
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The usual approach to estimating occupancy and

related parameters (e.g., as implemented in program

MARK [White and Burnham 1999] or PRESENCE

[MacKenzie et al. 2002]) is through a product multino-

mial likelihood function. Although this approach yields

unbiased inference when occupancy observations at

nearby units are conditionally independent given any

available covariates, residual spatial autocorrelation

may lead to biases and overestimated precision. As a

result, a few researchers have modeled occupancy within

a hierarchical spatial framework, which explicitly

acknowledges the presence of autocorrelation in the

occupancy process (e.g., Hoeting et al. 2000, Hooten et

al. 2003, Sargeant et al. 2005, Magoun et al. 2007, Royle

and Dorazio 2008, Gardner et al. 2010, Aing et al. 2011,

Chelgren et al. 2011, Karanth et al. 2011). Incorporating

spatial structure also reflects the intuitive notion that

adjacent survey units are likely to exhibit occupancy

rates more similar than those far apart. However, a key

limitation with previously proposed spatial approaches

is that computing time can be prohibitive, especially for

large study areas including thousands of units. As

management agencies collect occupancy data over larger

and larger spatial extents to address broad-scale, long-

term monitoring needs, computational efficiency is

becoming increasingly important. Further, recent re-

search on spatial regression analysis (Reich et al. 2006,

Hodges and Reich 2010, Paciorek 2010, Hughes and

Haran 2013) has found potential for confounding

between regression predictors and latent spatial process-

es, which may induce bias and unnecessarily over inflate

uncertainty in regression coefficient estimates. This

confounding is due to the fact that, in a spatial setting,

regression predictor variables are themselves often

spatially autocorrelated, which can produce strong

cross-correlation between the predictor and a latent

spatial effect. The confounding issue is relatively new to

the spatial statistics literature and it has potential to

impact any ecological analysis that uses a spatial

regression approach for analyzing data, not just

occupancy models. For example, GLMs with a spatially

correlated random effect fall into this class of analyses

(Hughes and Haran 2013).

In this paper, we develop a novel approach for

analyzing occupancy models in the face of spatial

autocorrelation over large extents. Exploiting data

augmentation techniques (e.g., Royle and Dorazio

2008), we cast occupancy estimation as a probit

regression problem, a model choice that dramatically

reduces computational burden. Spatial autocorrelation

is accounted for by inclusion of a restricted intrinsic

conditionally autoregressive (ICAR) prior distribution

on a set of spatial random effects. Under this

framework, issues with parameter confounding can

easily be resolved by requiring orthogonality between

the spatial process and linear predictors. We demon-

strate the utility of our modeling approach with a case

study concerned with occupancy of woodland caribou

(Rangifer tarandus caribou) in northern Ontario, Cana-

da.

METHODS

Presence–absence occupancy data are thought to arise

via an interaction of two conceptually distinct processes:

(1) an underlying occupancy process and (2) an

observation process. Let the true occupancy for survey

unit s ¼ 1, . . . , n be zs, where zs ¼ 0 denotes an

unoccupied unit and zs ¼ 1 denotes an occupied unit.

Assuming that there are no false positives, the observed

occupancy of unit s at time t, say yst, will be 0 whenever

zs¼ 0. However, if zs¼ 1, yst may either be 0 (species not

detected) or 1 (species detected). Observed occupancy is

usually measured on a subset of units and times.

We begin by specifying a joint model with the

hierarchical form [yst, zs] ¼ [yst j zs] 3 [zs] where [� j �]
generically represents a conditional distribution. A

standard mixture-model specification for hierarchical

occupancy models (e.g., Royle and Dorazio 2008) is

½yst j zs; pst� ¼ BernoulliðzspstÞ

½zs jws� ¼ BernoulliðwsÞ ð1Þ

where pst and ws are, respectively, the probability of

detection (given occupancy) for unit s at time t and the

probability of occupancy at unit s. Typically, the

number of parameters is reduced using a linear model

of external covariates. For example, ‘(ws)¼x 0
sc, where x 0

s

is a vector of habitat related covariates for each unit, c is

a vector of occupancy coefficients, and ‘(�) is a link

function to constrain ws to the [0, 1] interval. The same

holds true for ‘( pst)¼ x 0
stb, where a researcher may have

covariates, xst, for unit s at time t that are thought to

influence detection and b is a vector of regression

coefficients.

A probit model for occupancy and detection

Traditionally the logit function has been chosen for

the link function ‘(�) (i.e., logfws/(1 � ws)g ¼ x 0
sc. We,

however, consider the use of the probit link U�1(ws) ¼
x 0

sc, where U is the cumulative distribution function of a

standard normal variable and U�1 is the quantile

function. For most of the range [0,1], the probit and

logit functions are linearly related, making it difficult to

distinguish between the two functions in analysis of real

data (McCullagh and Nelder 1999). Nevertheless, as we

shall show, the probit model confers increased compu-

tational efficiency and greater flexibility through a data

augmentation approach, which is not applicable when a

logit link is used. Dorazio and Rodriguez (2012)

independently pursued a similar approach.

The probit model can be formulated in a data

augmentation framework by considering a continuous

latent version, z̃s of the binary occupancy process zs. Let

[z̃s j c] ¼ N(x 0
sc, 1) where N(l, s) represents a normal

distribution with mean l and precision (inverse vari-

ance) parameter s. Letting zs be the indicator of z̃s . 0 it
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follows that [zs j c] ¼ Bernoulli(U(x 0
sc)). This augmented

data approach was initially proposed as a method for
performing regression analysis of binary data with a

Gibbs sampler (Albert and Chib 1993). Here we extend
this approach to occupancy models where the zeros of

the response variable cannot be observed due to
imperfect detection. Analogous to z̃s, let ỹst be a

continuous version of yst. Because yst ¼ 0 with
probability 1 if zs ¼ 0,

½~yst j zs; b� ¼ zsN ðxstb; 1Þ þ ð1� zsÞd0

where d0 is a degenerate distribution with point mass 1

at zero. Defining yst to be the indicator of ỹst . 0, it
follows that [yst j zs, b] ¼ Bernoulli(zsU(x 0

stb)).

Spatial regression models

We have previously noted that we can represent the
occupancy probabilities as U(ws) ¼ x 0

sc where xs is a

vector of covariates collected at unit s that can help
inform the occupancy process. However, because spatial

clustering is ubiquitous in ecology, we often have reason
to suspect that the occupancy process also possesses

spatial autocorrelation. In order to formalize this

notion, we introduce a spatial random effect into the
z̃s model:

~zs ¼ x 0
sc þ gs þ es ð2Þ

where g¼ (g1, . . . , gn)
0 is the realization of a Gaussian

spatial process (see Banerjee et al. [2004] for examples

and references) and [es] ¼ N(0, 1) The general Gaussian
process implies that [g j s] ¼ N(0, sQ) where Q is a

precision matrix and s is a scalar precision parameter.
There are many forms of Gaussian process that we

could employ to invoke the desired association struc-
ture. For example, to model spatially correlated unit

effects, Hooten et al. (2003) and Chelgren et al. (2011)
used a geostatistical model on a continuous spatial

domain, whereas, Magoun et al. (2007), Gardner et al.
(2010), and Aing et al. (2011) used a conditionally

autoregressive (CAR) model on a discrete spatial

domain. For the models developed here, we consider
only the discrete spatial domain as occupancy study

areas often represent tessellations of areas for which a
prediction of the occupancy process is desired (e.g.,

Hooten et al. 2003, Sargeant et al. 2005, Magoun et al.
2007). The typical CAR model is described by the

precision matrix Q¼D – qA, where A is the association
matrix with the i, j entry Aij ¼ 1 if units i and j are

neighbors and zero elsewise, q is a spatial association
parameter in [–1, 1] (Banerjee et al. 2004), and D is a

diagonal matrix with ith entry Dii ¼
P

jAij The CAR
model can be made substantially more computationally

efficient by setting q ¼ 1 (intrinsic CAR or ICAR [e.g.,
Rue and Held 2005]). There has been some discussion as

to appropriateness of the ICAR model (e.g., Wall 2004).

Besag (2002), notes, however, the main purpose of a
spatial model in these settings is to absorb extra spatial

variation in order to share information between adjacent

locations rather than produce meaningful parameter

estimates for a spatial model. To this end, the ICAR

model serves its purpose as the random effect at each site

is modeled using the mean of the neighboring sites. See

Discussion, however, for additional modeling possibili-

ties.

While Eq. 2 seems straightforward, recent studies

have shown that there can be substantial confounding

between the spatial process and the fixed-effects

covariates in spatial regression models (Reich et al.

2006, Hodges and Reich 2010, Paciorek 2010, Hughes

and Haran 2013). For ecological inference on relation-

ships between habitat covariates and occupancy (i.e., c
inference), this can be problematic. In order to solve the

confounding issue as well as produce a reduced

dimension model that is more computationally efficient,

Hughes and Haran (2013) expanded upon work by

Reich et al. (2006) and Hodges and Reich (2010) to

develop a restricted spatial regression (RSR) model. The

following provides a brief description of the RSR model;

complete derivations and discussion are given in Hughes

and Haran (2013). To begin, we assume that g follows

an ICAR distribution, and reparameterize Eq. 2 in

vector form as

~z ¼ Xcþ g þ e ¼ XcþKa þ e ð3Þ

where the rows of X are x 0
s, [a j s] ¼ N(0, sK 0QK), Q is

the n-dimensional ICAR precision matrix, [e] ¼ N(0, I)

and finally, K satisfies KK 0 ¼ I. Now, to specify a

desirable K consider the Moran operator matrix X ¼
nP?AP?/10A1, where P

? ¼ I – X(X 0X)�1X 0 is the

projection matrix onto the residual space of X. The

eigenvalues ki and eigenvectors ki of X have special

meaning. The ki represent all of the possible values for

Moran’s I statistic for a spatial process that is

orthogonal to X and defined by the association matrix

A (Boots and Tiefelsdorf 2000). The Moran’s I statistic

is a common measure of spatial autocorrelation that

can be interpreted on the same scale as a correlation

coefficient (Moran 1950). In addition, the eigenvectors

ki represent all of the patterns of spatial dependence

residual to X for an ICAR model defined by the

neighborhood matrix A (Boots and Tiefelsdorf 2000).

Therefore, if one sets K ¼ [k1, . . . , kq] where q � n is

chosen such that kq is greater than some threshold of

meaningful autocorrelation one obtains a restricted

version of the ICAR model that is not confounded with

X and does not use information contained in the data

attempting to estimate spatial structure too fine-

grained to be meaningful. The choice of q is up to the

researcher, as q ! n we obtain the original ICAR

model again. Certainly, one would want to choose ki .

0 as negative autocorrelation is not desired for these

type of models. In fact the RSR model appears robust

to even high levels of dimension reduction; simulation

studies that examined retaining only q ¼ 50 columns

illustrated little change to the estimated g process

(Hughes and Haran 2013).
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Bayesian inference

As with previous occupancy models containing

complex autocorrelation structures (e.g., Hoeting et al.

2000, Sargeant et al. 2005, Magoun et al. 2007, Gardner
et al. 2010), we adopt a Bayesian perspective and use

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) for inference.

Bayesian inference is based on the joint posterior
distribution, which, in our case, may be written as

½~z; z;~y; g; b; c; s j y�

} ½y j~y� ½~y j b; z� ½z j~z� ½~z jc; g� ½g j s� ½b� ½c� ½s�: ð4Þ

Here, the distributions [b], [c], and [s] are the prior

distributions for the parameters, and [y j ỹ] and [z j z̃] are
degenerate distributions as they represent deterministic

functions. Inference about relevant parameters is

achieved by cyclically sampling each parameter from
its full conditional distribution.

Owing to our judicious choice of link function, all the

necessary full conditional distributions are available in

closed form, and we are able to sample from them
directly (i.e., Gibbs sampler). This is in contrast to

previously published formulations based on the logit

link function, which require accept/reject algorithms
such as a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler (see Givens

and Hoeting 2005) that can slow convergence and

require extensive tuning. Our resulting MCMC algo-
rithm is much more efficient and capable of fitting

spatial occupancy models on larger domains than

before. In order to realize this result, we have to specify
the conjugate priors [b]¼N(l, Qb), [c]¼N(l, Qc) and [s]
¼ Gamma(a, b), where a and b are the shape and scale

parameters of a gamma distribution, respectively. This is
not as restrictive as it appears as these can be made

sufficiently vague to impart little prior knowledge of the

parameter values. Appendix A gives the details for
implementing the Gibbs sampler.

CASE STUDY: CARIBOU OCCUPANCY IN ONTARIO, CANADA

Here we present an application of the methodology

and model we propose in the previous section on a real

data set from woodland caribou surveys. Sedentary
woodland caribou range across boreal forests of North

America at low densities, and therefore present chal-

lenges with respect to broad-scale population monitor-
ing. Obtaining information on population dynamics of

this species is only feasible in relatively small areas;

however, accurate knowledge of caribou distribution,

probability of occurrence and identification of core areas
(and their changes over time), can serve as practical

indicators for monitoring population conservation and

recovery.

Survey data and model specifics

During 2009, winter aerial surveys were undertaken in
a 108 000 km2 study area in the Boreal Shield and the

Hudson Plain ecozones of northwestern Ontario (51.58–

558N and 868–928W). Water bodies comprised approx-

imately 8.4% of the study area, and other open habitat

types included fen, bog, sparse forest, and recent burns.

Surveys were undertaken in February and March using

two types of fixed-wing aircraft: (1) two Piper PA-18

Super Cubs equipped with wheel-skis, pilot, and one

observer and (2) de Havilland Turbo Beavers on skis

with pilot, lead observer/navigator, and one observer on

each side of the aircraft. Groundspeed averaged 117 6

13 km/h (mean 6 SD) for the Super Cubs and 150 6 28

km/hr for the Turbo Beaver. Survey altitude was similar

for both aircraft, 89 6 32 m for the Super Cubs and 90

6 43 m for the Turbo Beaver.

The study area was divided into a tessellation of 100-

km2 hexagonal survey units based on Magoun et al.

(2007). The hexagon design allows units to be equidis-

tant (measured at the centroid) from one another, so

that neighbors are evenly spaced. Survey units were

searched by air for caribou and their sign, with multiple

visits to a subset (see details in Magoun et al. [2007]). Up

to 50 units per day were surveyed. Overall, 729 of the

1080 units were searched an average of 2.15 times

(range, 1–14 times; Appendix B: Fig. B1). Fig. 2a

illustrates the units that were surveyed as well as those

with confirmed occupancy (i.e., at least one yst ¼ 1).

The occupancy process ws is the primary interest in

this analysis, however, a detection model must be

specified. There were several covariates that were

thought to influence detection of caribou tracks in the

snow. The first of these is the percentage of open habitat

in a 2 km wide corridor surrounding the flight path.

Second, it was thought that the average airspeed of the

aircraft when flying over the unit would influence the

detection. This covariate generally reflects an aircraft

effect between the two aircraft types, but we used

airspeed rather than a categorical variable in case it was

possible to see small changes within each aircraft using

an overall numeric covariate. Finally, time of day was

included as a quadratic function of the hour since noon.

Separate quadratic functions were used for each aircraft.

In order to better estimate occupancy and determine

what habitat characteristics increase probability of

occupancy we chose three biologically motivated habitat

covariates to use in the fixed effects portion of the ws

model (see Appendix B: Fig. B2). The remoteness of the

study area precluded the use of forest inventory data,

from which caribou-relevant boreal forest habitat vari-

ables are often derived, particularly forest age. At large

spatial extents in winter, boreal forest-dwelling caribou

tend to select habitats (e.g., peatland complexes) that

support few predators or other ungulates and avoid

recent burns that destroy their principal winter food

source (lichen) and result in young seral stands (Bergerud

et al. 1984, Schaefer and Pruitt 1991). Accordingly, the

first covariate was the proportion of each hexagon

classified as bog habitat (bog), and the second covariate

was the proportion of each hexagon classified as recently

burned (burned between 1990–2000; fire). Both were

derived from provincial landcover mapping based on
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classified LANDSAT imagery (Spectranalysis 2000). We

also included a terrain ruggedness index measured by the

standard deviation of elevation in each hexagon (sd-elev)

calculated from a coarse-grained (760-m) provincial

digital elevation model. In addition to the habitat

characteristics, the x and y coordinates were also added

to account for any systematic north–south and east–west

trends in occupancy.

For the spatial process portion of the model we chose a

RSR model with ki � 0.5, as this provided an acceptable

balance between flexibility of the spatial process and

minimizing the rank of the spatial process for faster

MCMCsampling. This choice resulted in aKmatrixwith q

¼169 columns (see Appendix B: Fig. B3a–e for illustration

of some frequencies). Experimentation with different q

values demonstrated little sensitivity to overall results for

the model we fit here. In addition to the RSR model, we

also analyzed the caribou data using a traditional ICAR

model as well as a nonspatial (g¼ 0) probit model.

The model parameters in all analyses were estimated

using the Gibbs sampler described in Appendix A. Flat

prior distributions were chosen for both b and c (i.e., Qb

¼ Qc ¼ 0). A Gamma(0.5, 0.0005) distribution was

chosen for [s] (Hughes and Haran 2013). The shape and

rate parameters chosen for the s prior heavily weight

large values that a priori imply less spatial autocorre-

lation. Therefore, any observed spatial effect in the

posterior implies strong evidence of spatial autocorrela-

tion. An add-on package stocc for the R statistical

environment (R Development Core Team 2011) was

developed for fitting the proposed models. The package

is available on the Comprehensive R Archive Network

(CRAN; available online).8 The Gibbs sampler was run

for 50 000 iterations following a burn-in of 10 000

iterations that were discarded. Every fifth sample was

retained for inference due to storage constraints for a

total posterior sample of 10 000.

Results

Concerning the comparative performance of the three

models, we obtained qualitatively identical results to

Hughes and Haran (2013) with respect to bias and

variability of the fixed effects coefficients for the

occupancy model coefficients. The ICAR model pro-

duced posterior means for c coefficient values substan-

tially different from the nonspatial and RSR models

(Fig. 1). In addition, the posterior variation was much

larger for the ICAR model. On a numerical note, the

autocorrelation within the c chain was evidently much

higher for the ICAR model; providing further evidence

that confounding was present in the analysis using the

ICAR model (Appendix B: Fig. B4). Therefore, for the

remainder of the paper we will just consider results from

the RSR model. The posterior distribution of spatial

variance parameter r ¼ 1/
ffiffiffi
s
p

was sufficiently far from

zero (posterior 90% credible interval of 1.23–12.23 vs.

prior 90% credible interval of 0.00–0.06); implying

strong evidence that the spatial process was significantly

contributing to the overall variability of the occupancy

process across the study area.

The parameter estimates for the detection model (b) are
given in Table B1 of Appendix B. As one might expect,

more open habitat around the flight path produced

higher detection probabilities, while faster average speed

over the unit reduced the probability of detection. The

Super Cub crews had an overall higher (though not

significantly) detection probability than those of the

Turbo Beaver, which had significantly lower detection

probabilities in the early morning and late afternoon

(Appendix B: Fig. B5). There was no evidence of time-of-

day effects for the Super Cub crews. It is unclear if

differences in the characteristics of the platforms or

differences in crew ability contributed to this result.

The parameter estimates for the occupancy portion of

the model (c) are given in Table B2 of Appendix B.

There was little evidence of an east-west trend in the

data; however, there was a significant north-south trend

in occupancy with higher ws in the northern region of

the study area. The roughness of the terrain (sd-elev)

was not significantly associated with caribou occupancy.

There was a significant amount of evidence to infer a

positive relationship between bog and occupancy and a

negative relationship between occupancy and fire. The

posterior mean occupancy probability map is shown in

Fig. 2b. Generally, the model fits well when visually

compared to the observed occupancy (Fig. 2a). In

addition, Fig. 2c shows the posterior CV of the detection

probabilities. As one can see there is more uncertainty in

regions that are spatially far from sampled units, as well

as, regions of sparse sampling effort and unobserved

occupancy. The posterior mean of the g process (Fig.

2d) illustrates areas for which the covariates under-

predict occupancy (red) and overpredict occupancy

(blue). For example, the northwest panhandle of the

study area should have relatively high occupancy

probabilities based on the fixed-effects portion of the

model. Negative values for the g process in this region,

however, illustrate that the covariates produce ws values

too high for the observed occupancy.

DISCUSSION

Ecological data often include spatial structure (i.e.,

patchiness). There is no reason to suspect that occu-

pancy data sets are an exception, and thus, spatial

correlation will often be present. However, despite this

expectation, there have been relatively few studies that

have formally accounted for this dependence in a

statistical sense. This is notable because the failure to

account for spatial autocorrelation can result in

overstated measures of precision. Conversely, haphaz-

ard correction for spatial autocorrelation can produce

bias and uncertainty overinflation of estimated param-

eters. In addition to habitat inference there are8 http://cran.r-project.org/
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implications for occupancy study design. By exploiting

autocorrelation when present, one can potentially

decrease the number of visits to specific survey units

within a study area, instead relying on spatial depen-

dence to take the place of some temporal replication.

Of existing occupancy studies that have explicitly

accounted for spatial autocorrelation, many have as-

sumed a formulation that makes analyzing large data sets

a challenge, has poor MCMC mixing properties, or has

the potential for confounding between fixed effects and

the spatial process. In contrast, we have proposed a

unifying spatial occupancy model that suffers from none

of these drawbacks. In particular, the simple switch from a

logit to a probit link function yielded full conditional

distributions that are in closed form, where MCMC was

exceedingly efficient, and where extensions such as

restricted spatial regression (RSR) could easily be

employed to resolve parameter confounding. With a few

exceptions (e.g., Hooten et al. 2003, Dorazio and

Rodriguez 2012), it is surprising that this technique has

not been explored further in Bayesian analysis of binary

data in ecological settings.

Although we have chosen to implement RSR via an

ICAR formulation, several other choices are possible.

Wikle (2010) provide a general description of reduced

rank spatial models, some of which could possibly be

FIG. 1. Violin plots of the Gibbs sampler output for the occupancy coefficients (c; no units), on the y-axis, from each of the three
analyses. A violin plot is a vertical mirror image of the kernel density plot for a sample that gives slightly more information on
distributional shape than a boxplot. The box and bar in the middle of the plot are the standard boxplots, with the white dot
representing the posterior median, the box is drawn to the posterior quartiles, and the whiskers are drawn to the last datum within the
median 6 1.5 times the interquartile range. Horizontal lines are drawn at zero on the y-axis. Each of the panels (a–f) represent the
coefficient for each of the habitat covariates used in the occupancy portion of the caribou survey model; for panel (d) ‘‘sd-elev’’
indicates the standard deviation of elevation (see Case study: caribou occupancy in Ontario, Canada: Survey data and model specifics).
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used to extend occupancy models to the continuous

spatial domain. It is also conceivable that given sufficient

sampling over time that a spatiotemporal process might

be warranted. Wikle (2010) provide some extensions to

reduced-rank spatiotemporal models that could be

utilized for occupancy processes that evolve over time.

Similarly, it may be worth considering extensions in

which parameters of the detection function have spatial

or temporal autocorrelation. However, in such a setup

care would be needed to avoid statistical confounding

between occupancy and detection parameters.

The issue of spatial confounding is relatively new in

the statistics literature. As Hodges and Reich (2010)

state, it is a ‘‘rich area of research.’’ Experienced spatial

modelers might say that confounding is desirable as it

allows an adjustment in fixed effects inference due to

unmeasured (unknown), spatially correlated covariates.

However, Hodges, Hodges and Reich (2010) and

Paciorek (2010) illustrate bias and variance inflation

depend on the structure of these unmeasured variables.

Because the structure of these latent spatial variables is

unknown, a spatial model may not account for them the

way the researcher intends. Hodges and Reich (2010)

note that without knowledge of the missing structure,

purposefully adding spatial confounding is a haphazard

adjustment that may bias the known fixed effects in

unknown ways. There may be some middle ground,

however, that is worth exploring (Paciorek 2010) and

could be the topic of future research in the context of

occupancy modeling and spatial modeling in general.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Appendix A

Detailed description of the Gibbs sampler used for the spatial occupancy model presented in the paper (Ecological Archives
E094-069-A1).

Appendix B

Additional figures and results for the spatial occupancy analysis of the caribou data set (Ecological Archives E094-069-A2).
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